Note that m (P τ [Λ τ (x) , oo)) < x is possible if m(P τ {A τ (x) -ε, Λ τ (x))) = oo for every ε > 0. Λ τ (x) is a nonincreasing function of x and is continuous from the left. If x > m(/), where I is the identity operator on H, then Λ τ (x) -sup (φ) = -oo we will not explicitly mention this pathology in order to avoid excessive technicality and splitting into cases.
The author wishes to thank the referee for finding an error in one of the proofs and for suggestions which make the paper more readable.
2* Statement of the results. Below we state the theorems and corollaries and prove the corollaries. The theorems are proved in the next section. For the remainder of this paper, K and L are self-adjoint operators which are measurable with respect to the gage space (if, A, m).
If (if, A, m) is the algebra of all bounded operators on if, m is the usual trace, and if is a compact operator and has (counting multiplicity) at least j + 1 positive eigenvalues, then Λ κ (j) is the jth. positive eigenvalue of K and Λ κ (j + 1/2) is the (j + l)st positive eigenvalue of K. If in addition L is compact and has at least k + 1 positive eigenvalues, then ^Theorem 2 implies Λ κ+L (j + & + 1) Λ *0" + 1/2) + Λ*(fc + 1/2) -^(i + 1) + ΛWf c + 1), which is WeyΓs result [6, Satz 1] . Similarly, Theorem 1 reduces to [6, Satz 2] 
Proof of Corollary
The conclusion is immediate since by Corollary 1, (~ oo, λ] ) for all real numbers λ. Note that the hypotheses of Corollary 2 do not
where \K\ is the absolute value of the operator K.
Proof of Corollary 3. Let x > 0, and let e be an arbitrary positive number with ε < x. 
Proof of Lemma 2. By additivity of the gage and Lemma 1, m(Y) + m(R{PQ)) = m(P).
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that m(R(PQ)) <; m(Q); this is well-known for factors but we know of no reference for the general case. For later use, this is proved under the assumption that P is self-adjoint but is not necessarily a projection.
The 
= support (PQP) -R(PQP). Consequently, R{PQ) = R(PQP); also m(R(PQP)) = m(R(QPQ)) since the initial domain and the terminal domain of a partial isomerty have the same gage. Then m{R(PQ)) -m(R(PQP)) = m(R(QPQ)) g m(Q) since R(QPQ) is a subspace of Q.
If If m{P [K \[μ, oo) ) > g, then lim e^0+ yl IZI (g + e) = JK ^ || KP κ {-μ 9 μ) |U. If mίP^i^, oo)) = ? , then i^ito + e) = ^i^p X (-ii,fi)i(s) for all ε > 0 and the result is immediate. If m (P ικι [μ, oo) ) < q 9 then m(P ικι (μ -ε, μ)) = oo for every ε > 0, so that liπw,. Λ m (q + ε) = μ = \\ KP κ {-μ, μ) |U. Now let 1 ^ p < oo. Since the theorem is trivial for μ -0, assume μ>0. If m(P|^+ i |[λ, oo))=oo for some λ>0, then ||ίΓ+L||p=oo and the theorem holds trivially. Therefore, assume m{P\ κ+L \[κ t °°))< °°f or all X > 0. Fix λ, 0 < λ < μ. Let 7 = m(P !iΓ+L |[λ, oo)) and let ε > 0. Note that if X = Λ ικ+Lϊ (j + ε), then m(P ϊκ+Ll (X -ε ίf λ)) = oo for every ε x > 0. Therefore, we can assume λ > Λ ικ+Ll (y + ε) . By Corollary 3, Λ ικ+Ll (y + ε) ^ Λ m (i + q + ε). Therefore, m(P m [X f oo)) 7 + g + ε. Since ε is arbitrary, m(P [κ+L[ [X, oo) ) ^ m(P|^|[λ, oo)) -g m (P\κ\[\ μ)) for λ < μ. Now || HΓ + L ||; = Γ | λ \ p dm{P κ+L {X)) = λ^m(P lr+zl (λ)) and
Jo
A-μ, μ)\\',= \ Iλ|"dm(P x (λ)) = ί λ'dm(P IJtl (λ)).
The conclusion follows immediately.
